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kilowatt house per month would then see a decrease in their monthly bill.
For those who used less than the national average of 909 kWh per month
would see their bills go up anywhere from 5 to 35%.
POWER STRUGGLES
Energy efficiency has come a long way from that evening in February 1977
when President Jimmy Carter put on his famous cardigan and told every
American to turn down their thermostats. Thanks to his more energyefficient practices and products, ranging from efficient refrigerators all the
way to lightbulbs to central air conditioning, the average American ended
up spending $2,500 less on energy in 2014 (adjusted for inflation) than he
or she would have if no improvements had been made. These reports are
according to a June 2015 report conducted by the American Council for
an Energy-Efficient Economy.
But every single dollar saved by consumers is one less in revenue for power
companies. That has then prompted the industry leaders to warn a “death
spiral,” a scenario in which the sinking profits from efficiency will force
utilities to raise their rates, causing more consumers to migrate to rooftop
solar. Many utilities are now using that argument to propose steep rate
increases that penalize the public for doing the right thing. “Where’s they
create incentive to insulate your attic or install a color water heater if it is
not going to lead to a much lower energy bills?” Says Kateri Callahan, the
president of the Alliance to Save Energy which is an advocacy group based
in Washington, d.c.
Raising the stakes even more is the new fact that the Clean Power Plan,
released in early August by the Environmental Protection Agency, would
require power plants located within the United States to cut their carbon
dioxide emissions to 32 percent below their 2005 levels by the year 2030.
The industry now claims that this could lead to yet more rate increases,
however the epa analysis says that these investments in efficiency could
actually lower consumers’ bills.

[ POWER STRUGGLES ]
By Taylor Smit

Energy efficiency is good for the planet and your
wallet. But behind the scenes, industry forces
want consumers to foot the bill for lost revenue.

THE RAISING RATES FOR ENERGY
Currently, utilities can’t just jack up the cost of electricity when it suits
their bottom line. State laws now require them to make a formal proposal
through their public utility commission. Take Wisconsin’s Madison Gas
and Electric, for example, proposed to increase fixed charges (the part of
the bill customers pay no matter how much energy they use) from $10 in
2014 to $68 by 2017. Kansas City Power & Light requested a fixed-charge
increase from $9 to $25. “This is clearly the industry’s playbook,” says Rick
Gilliam, regulatory policy director for Vor Solar, a nonprofit. “We’ve never
seen utilities in so many states making the same proposals based on all of
the same talking points.” Even when an increase in the fixed charges is
accompanied by a drop is the rate per kilowatt-hour, it’s thee energy hogs
who end up paying less. For example, analysis of Kansas City’s proposed
fixed-charge increase found that only customers who used at least 1,500

In Hawaii, where 12 percent of homes have solar, Hawaiian Electric delayed
some homeowners from installing solar panels until system upgrades could be
made to handle the flow of power back into the power grid. The utility also
proposed charging new solar customers an extra $16 per month. And it wants
to end its “net metering” program, which credits solar customers for electricity
that’s fed back into the grid when they’re generating more power than they
need. Under its plan, new customers would get back roughly 50 percent less
per kWh from the utility than current customers already receive. That could
significantly extend the payback period for new color customers.
Edison Electric Institute, the utility industry’s main trade group, points out
that utilities have made and continue to make massive investments to build
and maintain the nation’s power grid. and that all electricity customers should
share in the costs. “Rooftop solar customers still rely on the grid and its service
around the clock,” says executive vice president David Owens.
But fixed-charge increases are “too blunt of an instrument for covering those
costs,” says Samantha Williams, staff attorney and policy advocate with the
National Resources Defense Council (nrdc). “Instead of us falling back on
arcane rate designs or blaming solar, utilities should work with regulators and
their local communities to come up with innovative solutions.”
THINKING OUTSIDE THE GRID
Some utilities are doing just that, building customer loyalty by marketing their
unique expertise alongside their product. Free Mountain Power in Vermont is
reinventing itself as a full service energy provider for example, by leasing highefficiency heat pumps. Later this year it will also offer the Tesla Powerball, a
home battery that allows for the storage of power generated by a rooftop solar
system. “Our philosophy is that you don’t resist where the customer wants to
go,” says the company’s president and ceo, Mary Powell. “You will figure out
how to enter into new relationships with them.”
Another welcome approach is the adoption of time-of-use (tou) rates, which
help utilities manage high demand by making energy more expensive during
periods of peak energy use. Consumers may stand to benefit through behavior
modification, setting the dishwasher to run at night, when rates are cheapest.
Certain consumer groups, such as the aarp, argue that people who are home
during the day, like many retirees, will be stuck with higher daytime rates.
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HOW TO CUT YOUR
WATER USE IN HALF
BY: MARK SPOONAUER

Outdoor watering accounts for almost 30 percent of water use, according
to an analysis published by Environment Magazine. But toilets (19 percent),
washing machines (15 percent), showers (12 percent), and faucets (11 percent) also use substantial amounts. Then there’s the 10 percent of water lost
to leaks that are not always easy to detect.
In addition to plugging leaks, five of the most effective ways to save water
indoors, says Environment Magazine, are to install low-flow toilets, use a
high-efficiency washer, reduce shower time to five minutes, wash only full
loads of laundry, and reduce toilet flushes by 25 percent. Buying a more
efficient dishwasher and installing low-flow showerheads also help. Despite
good intentions, switching appliances and fixtures can sometimes have
unintended consequences.

As the saying goes, you can’t squeeze water from a stone. But that’s what
California residents have been trying to do as the state’s drought stretches
into its fourth year. With hot weather approaching and water scarce in
many parts of the country, there are lots of water-saving ideas floating
around, but frankly, we admit that some of them seem downright silly.
Picking up an ice cube that’s fallen on the floor and putting it on a plant
won’t provide much moisture. Throwing your dog’s leftover water on the
garden won’t help much, either, unless you have a really big dog. And you
could give all your kids a bath at the same time, but they might object.

Folks who install a low-flow shower may take longer showers, and those
with low-flow toilets may flush more often thinking that they aren’t getting
the oomph they once did. That’s where Consumer Reports can help. In
our tests of those and other products, we measure not only efficiency but
performance. For example, nine low-flow toilets made our list of top toilet
picks because all were very good to excellent at removing solid waste.
Water-saving bathroom and kitchen fixtures that meet federal WaterSense
standards carry that label, and appliances that meet federal water and
energy standards earn the blue Energy Star. Both agencies encourage their
partners to reward energy and water-saving behavior with rebates.Following
are some meaningful ways to save water around the house and yard as well
as top-performing water misers from our tests of washing machines, dishwashers, toilets, and shower heads.

SAVE WATER IN THE KITCHEN
When it comes to wasting water in the kitchen, the dishwasher isn’t the
culprit, it’s probably you. Too many people rinse their dishes clean before
putting them in a dishwasher designed to do that very job—and do it
better than you can. Five ways to save:
1. Replace your old dishwasher. Energy Star dishwashers are about 15 percent more water efficient than standard models. The most miserly use only
4 to 6 gallons during a normal cycle. Bonus: They’re quieter, too.
2. Wash only full loads of dishes. For maximum efficiency, load your dishwasher according to the instructions in your owner’s manual, which will
make the most of the sprays in your machine.
3. Keep your drinking water in the refrigerator instead of running the tap
until it’s cool. Designate one glass or water bottle per person for the day so
that you only have to wash it once.
4. Give pots and pans a goos soak instead of scrubbing them under the
running water.
5. Install a WaterSense aerator on the kitchen faucet to reduce flow to less
than 1 gallon per minute. It’s a cheap fix for only pennies. Avoid running
the garbage disposal, and the water that entails, by composting your food
scraps if possible.

California isn’t the only place facing a dry spell. Water managers in 40 states
say that even if water conditions remain normal, they expect shortages in
some part of their state over the next decade. That’s according to WaterSense, the water conservation partner of the Environmental Protection
Agency. That means we all could benefit from California’s efforts to get
“more pop per drop,” as a state water authority put it.
The two best ways to save water are by replacing water-wasting appliances
and fixtures, and changing your lifestyle and habits. Neither is easy. The
first requires an up-front expense and the second a long-term commitment.
But do both and you can cut your usage in half or better. That’s good for
the earth and your budget.
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SAVE WATER OUTDOORS

SAVE WATER IN THE LAUNDRY ROOM

SAVE WATER IN THE BATHROOM

Not only do lawns soak up more water than any other plant in your
yard, but homeowners tend to overwater their grass to keep it green. An
established lawn needs only 1 inch of water per week in the growing season.
Pouring on the water can actually harm your turf if not your budget. Five
ways to save:

The worst washing machines in our tests use well over 25 gallons of water.
That’s more than twice as much as miserly models, which use 10 to 12
gallons for an 8-pound load. Front-loaders are the most water efficient
followed by HE top-loaders and agitator top-loaders. Five ways to save:

More water flows through the bathroom than any other room in the house.
In fact, bathrooms account for more than half of all indoor water use. But
advances in plumbing technology mean that newer faucets, showers, and
toilets use significantly less water than older models and still deliver the
rinse, spray, and flush you expect. Five ways to save:

1. Let the grass grow longer by raising your lawn mower’s cutting height.
Longer blades of grass help shade each other, reducing evaporation. Stop
fertilizing; it only promotes new growth. When you mow, leave grass clippings on the lawn to retain moisture.
2. Don’t wash off your driveway, steps, or deck with water. Sweep them
instead or use a leaf blower. If you use a sprinkler, direct the spray to the
grass and garden and not the sidewalk and street. Wash your car with water
from a bucket or go to a commercial car wash that recycles water.
3. When it rains, collect the water in barrels or install gutters and downspouts that direct the runoff to your plants and trees.
4. Reduce the size of your lawn. Consider replacing grass with mulch,
ground cover, drought-tolerant plants, or ornamental grasses. Weeds
compete with other plants for water so weed regularly. And ditch the water
features unless they use recycled water. To find the best plants for your
region, consult your county cooperative extension or a local nursery.

1. Replace your old washer. Energy Star washing machines use about 40
percent less water than a regular washer. Bonus: Because high-efficiency
models spin faster, the clothes need less drying time.
2. Pick the appropriate water level setting—often small, medium, large—
for the load if that’s how your machine works. Front-loaders and most HE
top-loaders have auto-load sensing, and a few of the latest agitator top-loaders have it, too. That feature automatically determines the load size and the
amount of water needed.
3. Measure laundry detergent and use HE detergents for HE top-loaders
and front-loaders. Regular detergents are too sudsy, and using too much
can cause high-efficiency washers to use more water by extending the rinse
cycle of the washer.
4. Do only full loads but don’t overstuff. Using cold water whenever possible helps save on energy costs.
5. Pick the right soil setting for the load. Choosing the heavy-duty setting
can use more water and extend wash time. The normal setting works for
most loads.

1. Replace your old toilets—all of them. Older toilets use as many as 6
gallons per flush while new WaterSense toilets do the job with 1.28 gallons
or less. With new toilets, the average family can reduce water use by 20
percent per toilet.
2. Instead of baths, take short showers, and cut your shower time to 5 minutes. If you’re brave, turn off the water when lathering up or shampooing.
And don’t let the water run when brushing your teeth or shaving.
3. Replace your old showerhead. Standard showerheads use 2.5 gallons of
water per minute. WaterSense showerheads use no more than 2 gpm.
4. Replace your old faucets. Replacing leaky or inefficient faucets and
aerators with WaterSense models can save the average family 500 gallons of
water per year.
5. Don’t use your toilet as a garbage can. It wastes water and can clog your
pipes. Toilet paper is designed to disintegrate. Tissues, most wipes, and
dental floss are not.

5. If watering is permitted, use soaker hoses or drip irrigation to apply water
slowly and evenly. Buy a hose nozzle with an automatic shut-off. Water
early in the day when evaporation rates are low and more water is absorbed.
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Can You
Afford to
Live to
100?
by: Consumer Reports
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How long will you live? It’s a key question in retirement planning—
and one many of us answer with an educated guess. If you’re healthy and
your family tree has branches with staying power, you might figure that you
have decades ahead. You might live to 100 and even beyond. If your parents
died early of natural causes, you might assume a shorter life.
Yet research shows genes play a smaller role than most people think in
determining longevity. More crucial is behavior. If you are eating better,
smoking less, and exercising more than your parents did, there's a good
chance you'll live longer than they did. So it makes sense to consider that
your own retirement may extend 30 to 40 years.
You’ll also need to consider how much money to live on. So how can you
ensure your nest egg’s longevity? Try these smart steps:

buy a simple annuity
Consumer Reports’ surveys of retired readers show that having a pension—
guaranteed income—correlates with satisfaction in retirement. As traditional pensions disappear, insurers are stepping up their marketing of annuities,
which promise pension like, lifetime income.
Two types of simple annuity products are worth a look. With a fixed immediate annuity, you pay a lump-sum premium and get guaranteed, monthly
income right away. That could be useful if you need retirement income but
want to defer Social Security benefits.
With a deferred-income annuity (dia), you pay up front or spread premiums over several years; payments begin from two years to as long as 40
years later. Longer-term versions are called longevity annuities. Knowing
you’ll have additional, guaranteed income later in life could give you the
confidence to spend more earlier in retirement.

Weiss Ratings, which we’ve found to be more impartial than other ratings
agencies. An independent agent can help you obtain multiple quotes. Avoid
the rider for a “cash refund” of premium, payable to your heirs if you don’t
use all that you paid in. It effectively negates the financial benefits of the
product, Pfau says.

How they work: Policyholders who die earlier subsidize those who survive.
The longer you defer, the more you benefit, because the annuity has more
time to grow.

consider long-term-care insurance

What to know: You’ll have to pay extra for a dia that adjusts for inflation.
A relatively new dia type offers dividend income as an inflation hedge but
doesn’t guarantee how much. The Internal Revenue Service exempts up
to $125,000—or 25 percent—of retirement accounts invested in “qualified
longevity annuity contracts” when determining your required minimum
distribution, up to age 85. That means you can delay payouts almost 15 years
longer than normal, saving on taxes.
Strategy: The smaller your nest egg is, the less you’ll want to devote to an
annuity, which effectively locks up your savings. Wade Pfau, Ph.D., a professor of retirement income at The American College of Financial Services,
warns against spending more than 40 percent of your assets on annuities.
But he projects that a 65-year-old could cover all spending after age 85 by
devoting 10 to 15 percent of current assets toward purchasing a longevity
annuity. Choose from an insurer highly rated for financial strength by

Genworth Financial, the largest seller of long-term-care insurance, estimates
the average cost of nursing home care in a semiprivate room at $80,300
per year.
You probably won’t end up facing such frightening bills for years on end.
The Center for Retirement Research at Boston College estimates that
although 44 percent of men and 58 percent of women currently age 65 will
need nursing home care at some future time, stays will average less than a
year for men and less than 18 months for women. The bulk of care will be
provided in the home or another community setting. About half of nursing
home and retirement care expenses are covered by either Medicare
or Medicaid.
However, assisted living facilities, where the median stay is 22 months and
the median cost is $43,200 annually, may not accept Medicaid. And though
Medicaid funds some home care, making up the difference can burden your
family. Long-term-care insurance can help fill the gap.

How it works: Though you buy a policy based on a monthly benefit, you’re
really purchasing a lifetime benefit: a pot of money that can be spent flexibly. If, for instance, your policy provides for $4,500 per month of nursing
care for a total of $162,000 over your lifetime but you use just $3,500 per
month in the first year on home-based care, you’ll have more left over to
use in a nursing home later. (With a pooled benefit rider, partners can both
draw from one pool of funds.)
What to know: A 55-year-old buying $6,000 per month of coverage for a
$219,000 lifetime pool of benefits and a 3 percent inflation protection could
pay $2,664 per year, says Steve Cain, a principal at ltci Partners, a longterm-care insurance brokerage. (The policy includes a 90-day elimination
period, during which the buyer must pay for care out of pocket.) Single
women can pay more than single men. In most cases you lose all benefits if
your premiums lapse. And, as with any insurance, you may never use it.
Strategy: Ask a financial adviser whether you can afford it. The National
Association of Insurance Commissioners recommends paying no more
than 7 percent of annual income in premiums. You’ll pay less if you initiate
coverage before age 60; Cain says that as a rule of thumb, you’ll pay 6 to 8
percent more each year that you wait.
Base your expected daily benefit on current costs where you plan on retiring,
and your lifestyle and budget. Subtract what you can afford per day out of
pocket from the daily cost.

If possible, buy coverage through a state Medicaid partnership program. If
care costs exceed your private-insurance coverage, you don’t have to spend
down as much to qualify for Medicaid. Not all states offer the programs;
contact your state department of insurance for availability.

save more, mind your withdrawals
If costly insurance premiums aren’t options, consider changing your lifestyle
and expectations.
How it works: Working longer and ramping up savings for just a few years
longer can improve your prospects. Say you earn $85,000 at age 59, have
$75,000 saved, and get yearly raises of 2 percent. Assuming an annual return
of 6 percent, saving 15 percent of your income for five years would grow
your nest egg to $175,000 by age 64. Younger investors, of course, have
many more options.
What to know: Saving more in your last years of work forces you to practice
living with less. If you can increase savings by 10 percent and still pay the
bills, you will probably need less than the 85 percent earnings replacement
rate we recommend.
Strategy: Work with a financial adviser to draw up a realistic retirement
budget and savings withdrawal rate, usually no more than 4 percent
of assets.
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Hi, my name is Rigs!
You probably can’t tell, but I have cancer.

BY ADAM SICINSKI

How to
Uncover Your
Personal Values

Eliciting your values is worthwhile because it will help you to discover
what’s truly important in your life right now. And once you understand
these unconscious priorities, you can then make the necessary adjustments
to bring more balance and fulfillment to your life. There are a number of
ways you can begin eliciting your values. You can for instance identify times
when you were happiest, most proud or most fulfilled and satisfied with
your life. Thinking about these times will provide you with some valuable
insights about what’s most important. This will give you a reasonably good
idea of your value hierarchy and how you tend to prioritize your life. For
our journey through this process, let’s begin with a different approach.

Before jumping into the first step of this process, it’s important to mention
that while working through your values that you keep in mind your Six
Human Needs. The need for certainty and uncertainty; the need for
significance and connection; and the need for growth and contribution are
of importance here. These needs form the building blocks of the fulfillment
and satisfaction you gain from life. As such, your values, and your value
hierarchy must satisfy as many of these needs at the highest possible level
at all times. If you manage to do this, you will save yourself a great deal of
work and effort that’s required to find that “life balance” you are searching
for. We’ll explore this in more detail later on.
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STEP 1:

STEP 3:

DISCOVER WHAT YOU
TRULY VALUE IN LIFE

EXPLORE YOUR
MOVING-AWAY VALUES

Your very first step is to get to the bottom of what it is you truly value in
life. The best way to do this is to ask yourself a specific set of questions that
will help unlock your core values and priorities. As you ask yourself these
questions, be sure to keep your responses to a single word that encapsulates
each answer. These set of questions are very powerful because they begin
with a long-term view of your life and priorities, and then progressively
they force you to take a shorter-term view of your life and priorities.

Now let’s take a look at your moving-away values. These are the values that
will either stop you in your tracks, or they can be used to help push you
toward the attainment of your goals and objectives. To identify these values
and to build your moving-away value hierarchy, ask yourself:

STEP 2:
PIECE TOGETHER
YOUR VALUE HIERARCHY

What would I do if I only had six years to live?

What would I do if I only had six days to live?

Let’s now piece together your value hierarchy for both your moving-toward
and moving-away from values. First, let’s look at your toward-values that
will have a tendency to pull you toward the goals that you would like to
achieve. In order to piece together your moving-toward value hierarchy, ask
yourself the following question.

What would I do if I only had six hours to live?

What do I want most in life; what is important right now?

What would I do if I only had six minutes to live?

What would this give me and how will that make me feel?

Your values will of course probably be very different with six years to live
compared to having only six minutes to live. The difference isn’t important.
What’s important here is that you outline how your priorities change
moving from a long-term to a short-term view of your life. Once you’ve
identified these, look for patterns, trends, and similarities. This analysis will
hopefully provide you with the insights you need to help you define your
core values. Another approach we could take is to explore the people you
admire. Ask yourself:

What you are attempting to do here is to get down to the one “core value”.
These are the feelings and the ultimate outcomes that you will experience
in the end as a result of everything you do. It’s as though you’re peeling the
skin off an onion until you reach the core. Cutting into that core releases
a flood of emotions. And that is where your core value lies. Once you go
through this questioning process once, begin again and identify the very
next value on your hierarchy. Then keep moving through these questions
until you come up with about ten things that have meaning in your life.

Whom do I admire?

Which of these values is truly the most important in my life?

Why do I admire these people?

If I could experience one of these values, which would it be?

What values stand out?

What kind of person will I become with these values?

The people you admire are of great significance here. You admire them
because they have certain values and beliefs that are important to you
and to your life. Therefore by gaining a deeper understanding of why you
admire these people, will provide you with some interesting insights into
your own values and desired emotional states.

If while piecing together your value hierarchy you find words with similar
meaning, then simply combine them together into one core value. For
instance achievement and success are two similar values that can be merged
together in such a way. Once you have established your value hierarchy,
look at the list of values you have in front of you.

What would I do if I only had six months to live?
What would I do if I only had six weeks to live?

What feelings do I seek to avoid most?
What don’t I want to ever experience?
What next will I seek to avoid most?
You will find examples of these values by cycling through all your negative
emotional experiences. Look to your past and have a think about all
those incredibly painful emotional moments. These are probably the
things that you will want to avoid in the future. So whether that’s anger,
frustration, rejection, criticism, judgment, fear, stress, loneliness, shame,
embarrassment, guilt, jealousy, etc, list it all down. These are all important
moving-away values that may very well conflict with your moving-toward
values. The greater clarity you have, the easier it will be to work through
these conflicts at a later stage.

STEP 4:
RUN AN ECOLOGY CHECK
The final step of this process involves running a quick ecology-check
to make sure that your value hierarchy will serve you moving forward.
While running this ecology-check, it’s important to take into account
the goals that you are working towards, your life’s purpose, your belief
systems and also your six human needs. All of these elements must
come into alignment if your hierarchy of values is to serve you in the
long-run. As such, it’s important to ask yourself:
Does my moving-toward value hierarchy serve me well?
Does it align with the goals I would like to achieve?
Does it integrate into my life’s purpose?
Is it consistent with my beliefs and convictions?
Does it allow me to make better decisions?
What about my moving-away values? How do I feel?
Have a think about all your responses to these questions and
determine whether or not your current value hierarchy conflicts
with either your goals, life purpose, beliefs and/or six human needs.
If conflicts exist, then you will either need to change the order of
your hierarchy of values, or you will need to make adjustments to
your goals, purpose, and/or beliefs. Your values must align with all
six human needs for you to experience long-term fulfillment and
satisfaction in life. Finally, when it comes to your moving-away
values, they will certainly always be there. If they don’t cause any
major conflicts, then you won’t need to make too many adjustments
in these areas of your life.
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A LESS-PROCESSED SUGAR FOR HEALTH-CONSCIOUS CUSTOMERS.
MADE STRAIGHT OUT OF THE TROPICS OF SUGAR CANES.
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what is making you

SNEEZE?
by: Toni Gerber Hope

Four surprising reasons allergies
could be hitting you this year—
and how to feel better fast!

you can develop allergies at any age
Just because you never had them growing up doesn’t mean you’re off the
hook. Symptoms can crop up in your 20’s, 30's, even 40’s. Blame a combo
of genes and environmental triggers, says Luz Fonacier, m.d., a professor of
clinical medicine at suny Stony Brook University. You might have had the
problem all along but didn’t know—for example, you have a mold allergy
but grew up in a dry climate. Or, because one allergy puts you at risk for
others, you might have outgrown one sensitivity only to develop another.
Your first step is to figure out exactly what’s triggering a reaction; seeing an
allergist for a round of testing is the best way to do that. Skin tests—
in which small amounts of allergens are applied topically to see whether
you react—are most common, giving results in just 20 minutes. (Blood
tests might be needed due to skin conditions or a severe allergy).
Next, talk to the doc about what medications will work best for you. Most
people find relief for itchy eyes, runny nose, congestion, and sneezing with
an over-the-counter antihistamine pill or nasal spray, although you might
have to kick it up to a prescription. Nasal steroid sprays (otc and Rx),
which reduce swelling in the nasal passages, tend to be more potent. And
leukotrine inhibitors can help respiratory symptoms by easing inflammation in the airways. Often, it takes a bit of trial and error to find the right
med—or combination—to really get relief.

seasonal allergies can make indoor
allergies worse
Due to a phenomenon called priming, reactions can play off each other.
Here’s how it works: Say you’re allergic to cats and ragweed. If the cat
allergy is mild, you might be able to spend a brief amount of time with a
friend’s cat. But when ragweed season arrives, being around a cat could be
intolerable, because your immune system has already been revved up by
the ragweed. “Exposure to one allergen increases your overall sensitivity;
it's synergistic,” says Gerald Lee, m.d., chief of allergy and immunology at
University of Louisville School of Medicine.
If you have multiple allergies, or a severe one, consider shots (aka immunotherapy), in which you're given the allergen in gradually increasing doses so
that you eventually become desensitized and have a very mild reaction, or
none at all.

mold can be more of a problem
outdoors than indoors
By all means, keep up your cleaning regimen to tame household mold hot
sports like shower curtains, bathtubs, tile, and garbage cans. But airborne
mold spores (which are easily inhaled) are the bigger symptom triggers, and
those levels tend to be higher outdoors, especially in late summer and fall,
Lee says. Steer clear of moldy areas including fresh-cut grass, compost piles,
and of course, rotting branches and decaying leaves.
As with other allergies, timing your meds right can make a huge difference.
“If you take medication before you head into potentially damp and moldy
territory—a hike in the woods, for example—it’s possible not to have any
symptoms,” Lee says.

if you have hay fever, certain fruits
and vegetables can cause reactions
You might not have a true food allergy if your mouth itches or swells
when you eat certain produce. It could be a condition called oral allergy
syndrome, a reaction that occurs because some plants, fruits, and vegetables
have similar proteins. “People who have severe pollen sensitivity can end up
with symptoms that mimic food reactions,” Lee says. If you’re very allergic
to birch pollen, watch out for apples, almonds, carrots, celery, cherries, hazelnuts, kiwi, peaches, pears, and plums. Bad grass pollen allergies? Celery,
melons, oranges, peaches and tomatoes could be your troublemakers. And
those with strong ragweed allergies might need to be careful with bananas,
cucumbers, melons, sunflower seeds, and zucchini.
The good thing is that these reactions aren’t generally dangerous, and they
usually affect just your mouth. An antihistamine like Benadryl can tame
localized discomfort, and cooking the problematic foods can also help.
“Heat breaks down the proteins in the foods that trigger a reaction, so
they’re less potent,” Lee says. While peaches might be problematic, peach
pie could be a go!
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We have you covered. Period.
Introducing a milestone in women's health: THINX panties. Our top layer of THINX panties fights bacteria and
absorbs any liquid into the über thin layer right beneath it, so you always stay dry! Simply put, you will never have
to purchase pads or tampons ever again! Plus, they're resuable. That's the point!

THINX
shethinx.com

The average American uses 167 water bottles, but only
recycled 38. It is estimated that over 80% of all single-use
water bottles used in the U.S. simply become “litter.”

THAT
EMPTY FEELING
By Bill Ricka

Have you ever felt duped when opening a bag of chips or a bottle of pills
only to see less product that you expected? Learn how to shop smarter.
Few things are more infuriating than tearing into a bag of chips to find that
it’s mostly filled with air, or digging into a “pint” of ice cream that—on
closer inspection—is only 14 ounces. How can they cheat us like this?
consumers often ask. There oughta be a law!
Technically, there is a law—almost 50-year-old federal Fair Packaging and
Labeling Act. It prohibits excessive “slack fill,” or nonfunctional empty
space that creates the illusion of more product through under filling, over
packaging, or other tactics. But the law has loopholes. When we contacted
the Food & Drug Administration to inquire about violations, and a recent
citation it might have issued, the press officer then referred us to a database.
With in this database, we could find neither details of violations nor
warnings to manufacturers.
California is one of a few states in which local officials are cracking down.
In late August, StarKist agreed to settle a class-action lawsuit brought up
by Patrick Hendricks in u.s. District Court for the Northern District of
California, accusing them of underselling various 5-ounce cans of chunk
light and solid white tuna for more than five years. StarKist then denied
wrongdoing but has agreed to distribute $8 million in cash and $4 million
in vouchers redeemable for their tuna products. (You can file a claim until
Nov. 20; go to tuna lawsuit.com.)
Larry Barlly, supervising deputy district attorney in Yolo County, Calif.,
told us that since 2009, 27 slack-fill cases have been settled in civil penalties
against companies including Coty, cvs, Hershey, Johnson & Johnson,
Mars, and Walgreens. As part of the settlements, the companies were also
compelled to redesign their packaging.
Other cases are pending elsewhere. This past March, in New York, 100
consumers joined a class-action suit against Johnson & Johnson Consumer
Companies and McNeil-ppcv accusing the manufacturers of using obvious
disproportionally large bottles to house a small number of Motrin ib
and Motrin pm capsules.

“Most every pharmaceutical issue is tied to regulatory matters, so any
change to packaging materials (say, to a different-sized bottle) could mean
expensive investments and time-consuming review and approval from
the [fda or another] agency,” said Jim Butschli, an editor at the trade
publication Packaging World.
When companies do start playing footsie with the packaging, you can bet
it has to do with the bottom line.”If raw paper costs rise, you’ll see fewer
and smaller sheets of paper towels,” says Edgar Dworsky, editor of the proconsumer watchdog blog MousePrint.org, which looks at the fine print of
advertising. “When peanuts are in short supply, a manufacturer will take
out a few tablespoons from the jar to offset higher costs.”
So be vigilant when looking at packaging. Pay attention to the net contents
more than the box or bag they’re housed in. Compare unit prices of
various-sized brands and package sizes to see which sell for the lowest price
per ounce, per quart, or per pound. To get you going in the right direction,
we take a close look at some big packages and bold claims—and share what
the companies; customer-service representatives told us when we called, as
any consumer world, to ask: “Where’s the rest?”
When large doesn’t pack a punch, “marketers go bigger and bolder, and
neutralize the competition,” said Mark Lang, Ph.D., professor of food
marketing at Saint Joseph’s University. hershey’s has its Extra Large (4.24
oz), King (2.6), and Giant Special Dark chocolate bars (6.8, down from its
original 8 ounces). And not all “giants” are created equal: The Giant milk
chocolate version weighs in at a full 7 ounces. Why the difference? “It could
be a marketing reason, but I really don’t know,” a rep said.

“You and I may be outraged, but there
might be a function to the slack fill.”
—lawyer Eric Greenberg
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It's also
a crime
to beat a
woman

10 BOOKS THAT WILL
CHANGE YOUR LIFE
BY: RYAN CLEMENTS
Are you looking for books that will change your life? Are
you wanting to get leverage on yourself, and make real
changes, but you’d love a guide to assist you? These 10 books
absolutely fit that criteria. Read them, but more importantly,
do what they tell you. It is your acting not just your reading
that will get you the best results. These books however will
give you the framework that you need to take action.

1 in 4 men have been victims of (some form of ) physical violence by an intimate partner
within their lifetime . Call 1-800-799-7233 if anything raises a red flag about your own
relationship or that of someone you know.
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THE WAR OF ART

PSYCHOLOGY OF OPTIMAL EXPERIENCE

MASTERY

AWAKEN THE GIANT WITHIN

BY STEVEN PRESSFIELD

BY MIHALY CSIKSZENTMIHALYI

BY ROBERT GREENE

BY ANTHONY ROBBINS

The most important book I’ve ever read, and the
book that has helped me most to build successful
businesses, write a book and create an authentic
and fulfilling career. It has allowed me to break
through my inner resistance and create my
authentic life, and live my authentic self.

What are the optimal experiences in our life?
The vacations? Laying on the beach? Mihaly
proves that optimal experience is actually the
moments in our life when we are giving our very
best in pursuit of self-directed meaningful goals.
Through this book learn how to channel flow.

Mastery teaches you to take the long run, and
seek a higher form of success, one that very few
people every achieve – the level of mastery. Learn
from case studies of some of the world’s greatest
masters and absorb practical advice on how you
can apply it.

Don’t let the TV infomercials fool you–this book
has high quality strategies that are immediately
applicable to get control of your emotional self.
When you can control the inner self, then the
outer follows.

TURNING PRO

AS A MAN THINKETH

THE ALCHEMIST

BY NEIL STRAUSS

BY STEVEN PRESSFIELD

BY JAMES ALLEN

BY PAULO COELHO

The follow up to the War of Art. In the War
of Art Pressfield identifies the enemy to living

Thoughts are things. We are what we repeatedly
think about. Learn to first create in your mind
the life that you want, then manifest its reality
through your hard work and actions.

An easy to read, highly descriptive, story that
teaches a powerful metaphor – how to pursue
your dreams. Learn the obstacles that will arise,
and learn how to channel your courage.

Read it from a cultural psychology perspective.
You will see that there are certain patterns of
behavior and influence what work with people.
Learn how people think and what attracts them,
and what repels them.

THE GAME

an authentic life – resistance. In Turning Pro,
Pressfield teaches you how to defeat it.

THE WAY OF THE SUPERIOR MAN
BY DAVID DEIDA

Get leverage over yourself. This book helps you
to understand various emotional challenges that
many people experience and how to gain mastery
over one of the most difficult opponents you will
ever meet, yourself.
7 HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE
BY STEPHEN R. COVEY

A practical masterpiece with easy to follow
instructions. Useful for both businesses and
individuals. A classic in management and
leadership and should be mandatory reading
for anyone who is in a position of influence.
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Dumb Things We Do
With Smartphones
by: Mark Spoonauer

From posture to performance, these phone habits may take a toll on your
health. Smartphones are getting smarter all the time, but the people using
them aren’t necessarily doing so. Today, we have devices at our disposal that
snap photos faster than you can blink, surf the Web at speeds that make
your home broadband jealous and download apps that can do everything
and anything. So why are we so dumb sometimes when it comes to using
these powerful pocket-size computers? If you do any of these 10 things with
your smartphone on a regular basis, you probably don’t deserve to own one.

SLOUCHING AND STARING
Looking down can strain neck and back ligaments, suggests a computer-model analysis. Your head weighs 10 to 12 pounds, but focusing downward can increase forces on the neck by five times or more, leading to poor
posture and pain.
So what can you do? Straighten up, first of all, says Kenneth Hansraj, m.d.,
an orthopedic surgeon in Poughkeepsie, New York. And carry device at
chest height with head up, chest open and shoulder blades back. Move just
your eyes downward. And then, take a break. Your neck is not supposed
to stay stuck in one position for a long period. If you’re reading on a tablet
or phone, stop every so often to swivel and tilt your head — up and down,
then side to side.

TREATING IT LIKE A TOY
People who are glued to their cell phones may have lost the ability to
entertain themselves without one, found a Kent State University study. Less
frequent users (under three hours a day) can more easily plug into relaxing
low-tech activities like reading and exercising.

KEEPING IT OUT AT WORK.

Pay Attention While Walking

Having your cell out on your desk is distracting, even when it’s turned off.
Researchers at the University of Southern Maine found that students with
phones out did poorly on focused tasks, versus those whose devices were
hidden. Stash yours when you’re on the job!

TAKE AND SHARE PICTURES OF FOOD
Hey, look at this chocolate cream pie I made! And these kung pao chicken
tacos! And don’t forget my blueberry limoncello cooler! I love food as much
as the next guy — in fact, “Restaurant: Impossible” is one of my favorite
guilty pleasures. But I just don’t get this obsession with taking photos of
eats and sharing them with Facebook and Instagram friends. The only time
I want to stare at pictures of food is right before I order it off of a menu.

SMARTPHONING WHILE WALKING
Would you ever walk across a busy intersection with your head down if you
didn’t have a smartphone in your hand? If you answered “no,” congratulations, you’re sane. So why is it ok to risk your life just to like your friend’s
snarky comment about Gwyneth Paltrow’s see-through dress? Fortunately,
some folks are working on litigating some common sense into your brain.
Fort Lee, n.j., issued a ban against texting while cross the street, and Nevada has introduced a similar bill.

SETTLE ARGUMENTS VIA TEXT
I don’t know when this happened, but at some point humans thought it
was a good idea to text a loved one or friend with their anger or disappointment instead of actually talking to them. Yes, sending a text is easier, but
you lose two very critical ingredients: context and tone. (No, emoticons
don’t count as tone.) I’ve seen way too many seemingly innocuous exchanges devolve into digital shouting matches over a texting misunderstanding.
Hey, you could always Skype video call to apologize so they know you
mean it.

USE YOUR PHONE AS A BOOMBOX
Today’s smartphones can get pretty darn loud — the htc One’s dual stereo
speakers come to mind. In fact, a commercial for the phone has some
hipsters rocking out to the device in the middle of a cafe (or bar, I can’t tell).
The problem is that no human being should ever do that, unless your goal
is to annoy everyone else around you.
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,
DON T
CUT
ANYONES

WINGS

BY: CHARLOTTE ABERNATHY
Whatever you do, always encourage your kid in
whatever occupational dreams they mention. Any
toddler who wants to be a fireman or firewoman
is one of the coolest things in the world. And if a
child says they want to be an astronaut or a comic book artist or Mickey Mouse when they grow
up, well those all sound like damn good ideas to
me, right? No matter what kids dream of being,
we should always just go along with it and never
ever waste a second of time or energy trying to
egg them on in a different direction.

Sam Wilson, CEO of
Exxon Global
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No way, you cant! Are you sure you can do that?
But that’s not possible, you’ll never make it. This
is completely irrational and nobody does it this
way... Have you never said anything like that, to
anyone, I wonder? I understand there is no bad
intention behind such words, just the opposite.
Unfortunately, too often we call something
impossible only because we know we wouldn’t be
able to achieve it. What if someone else would?
And by pronouncing the ‘impossible’ verdict we
cut his or her wings even before they start flying?
I’m thinking of all the moments in my life, when
I had some big dream and heard these comments
back to me. When a compliment is immediately
followed by a ‘but’, it places the focus on the
negative instead of the positive. All the positive
reinforcement, self-esteem boost, and motivation
gained from the compliment are lost as soon as
‘but’ is uttered.
It’s possible that you have experienced this feeling
more than once throughout your life: the feeling
of not being able to move forward, of them not
allowing you to achieve those dreams, because
they “cut your wings” or, perhaps, because they
chain you up so that you cannot escape their

predetermined sphere of control. Personal growth
requires opportunities and confidence, along
with bravery and personal willpower. When
talking about this concept we might think about
examples in our lives like our parents or even
teachers, those powerful figures that more often
act as the habitual “cutters of our wings.” Many
educational models “castrate” natural curiosity
in children, channeling it toward established
parameters in which there is no spontaneity or
creativity. In the end we teach students equally
and in a standardized manner and with a rigid
mentality, which does not allow them to adapt
to a world as complex as it really is. However,
parents and educators are not the only ones that
often limit the personal growth of little ones.
There are times in which those scissors are held
by our own partners, in a relationship in which
they do not let you grow, move forward, and
mature as a person; they do not allow many
liberties or aspirations.
How can we define personal growth? It’s a restless
feeling inside pushing us to pursue our goals. We
are full of goals and projects, of aspirations with
which we challenge ourselves to feel capable,
useful, and strong. Sometimes the projects are
not large. There are absolutely times that we just
want to feel good, to feel independent, strong,
and sure of ourselves. What are the principle
obstacles to personal growth? How can we
overcome them? Let’s look:

How can we
overcome them?
1. Distrust

This can be a distrust of others and also of
ourselves, and can even develop into a distrust
of our own abilities. Sometimes it is a sort of
vicious circle. We think, for example, of those
overprotective parents that create one obstacle
after another so that their child follows the
family unit. They will do whatever they possibly
can to keep you dependent, even preventing
work prospects or erecting walls to stop you
from finding a partner. They will cut your wings
again and again, until they successfully make you
perceive yourself as an “invalid” person in some
areas. It is a very high risk.

2. Insecurity

It is curious sometimes to see people living a
dynamic, intense, and independent life, then
suddenly establish romantic relationships in
which they end up changing their personality.
The control by one of the partners ends up
creating dependency, and that dependency
becomes fear and insecurity. They are toxic
relationship where any kind of personal growth
completely vanishes.

3. Loss of control

The moment in which we perceive that someone
is cutting our wings, and that at the same time
we let them, we lose all control over the situation. Due to fear, other times due to affection
or a toxic love to which we are dependent and
that we do not dare break. It could also be due
to a lack of willpower, because we have spent too
much time living in that comfort zone where
everything is safe and expected. Do not allow
them to do it, do not let anyone decide for you
or fence in your aspirations. What you feel inside
should act as a fuse and as a switch that should
make you respond. Personal growth requires
courage and knowing how to look for that wind
that will steer the rudder of your boat. Set out on
your own path, turning your back on those that
wish to cut your wings. Anyone who truly loves
you will not make any impositions or do any
damage, but will create a path and allow you to
advance confidently.
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little words project
SHARE YOUR WORD, FOLLOW ITS JOURNEY

1

2

3

pick your word

register your tag

pass it on

the mission

how it works

We unite women of all ages in one common goal: to spread kindness
from woman to woman. Little Words® strives to be your go-to company
for jewelry that’s uplifting, to be shared with yourself, your loved ones, or
just about anyone who could use some extra kindness in her life. You’re
automatically entered into the Little Words Family the second you slip on
your bracelet. Being a member of this community connects you to women
of all ages who have already engaged with our movement and have found
comfort in our mission.

Purchase a word that’s meaningful to you. Register your new bracelet’s story
using the unique number on your gold tag. Wear your Little Word for as
long as you like. When you meet someone who needs that word a little
more than you might, pass it on and encourage her to register it like you
did. If you’ve received a bracelet from a friend, loved one, or stranger, and
would like to know who it has previously helped, enter the number on your
tag and discover the story behind your bracelet. Check on your tag number
here and see the impact your single act of kindness had on the many lives.

11 Ways Drones
Will Change the

World
by: Mark Spoonauer
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the cure for
brian fog
brain

by:Toni Gerber Hope

Lack of sleep can mess with your head—
you misplace the car keys, and what did
your boss just say?! But that’s not the
half of it. Here’s why your brain’s got to
have its ZZZs—and how to fix what’s
keeping you up at night!

1. "Me" time

Yes, you desperately need and deserve those “me” minutes, but doing something good for yourself can actually backfire when your evening is as full as
a workday (with dinner prep, eating, etc.) Once the house if finally quiet,
you want to catch up on e-email, do your crafting, call you sister or just talk
to your husband. You should! You just need to be more strategic about it.

Sleep solutions
Small bites of scheduled “me” time throughout the day can satisfy the
yen the same way five-to 10-minute bouts of exercise throughout the day
can add up to fitness. So get up 15 minutes before your family, listen to a
recorded book on your commute or set aside 15 minutes in lunch.

2.Your ipad

Tablets, smartphones, laptops...whether for work, Facebook/Instagram/
Twitter, an addiction to Candy Crush or media-streaming via a lit-up
screen, they can be next to impossible to turn off at night. Watching or
playing keeps you up because it’s stimulating, and the shortwave-length
(blue) light suppresses melatonin, your body’s sleep-inducing hormone.
Now e-readers have been added to the list of sleep saboteurs: A just-released
study at Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston found that compared to
those who read printed books, users of e-readers that emitted light felt less
drowsy in the evening, took longer to fall asleep and were sleepier and less
alert the next morning—even after eight hours in bed.

Sleep solutions
To prevent the sleep-quashing effect of blue light, power down all electronics at least an hour (ideally two hours) before bedtime—after two hours of
blue-light exposure, melatonin drops 23%, according to research at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
Alternatively, you can download F.lux (iOS), software that blocks your
screen’s shortwave-length light, or buy a pai of classes with amber lenses,
which block blue light. In a study published in Chronobiology International, people who wore these glasses before going to bed every night for two
weeks enjoyed a three-point jum (on a 10-point scale) in sleep quality, and
their daytime moods were happier.
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3. you can't turn off your mind

5. Silent heartburn

Get the car inspected. Call the vet. Make cookies for the school bake sale...When
you turn out the lights, do you turn on your list, churning over how you’re
going to fit three days’ worth of to-do’s into a three-hour slot? Or do you
replay regrets, like wishing you hadn't snapped at your boss when she asked
for an update on your project? Worry about things that need to be done—
or what you wish you hadn't done—fuels insomnia in many women. And
it can become self-reinforcing: The more you agitate, the less you sleep, and
the less you sleep, the more stressed you feel. Stress is associated with an
outpouring of neurotransmitters that tend to promote alertness rather than
sleep, creating a negative cycle that's hard to break.

Although it's called “silent,” the telltale signs are an annoying cough and a
need to keep clearing your throat when you lie down. It can disrupt your
sleep as much as “regular” heartburn, which also causes indigestion and a
buring sensation in your throat and chest. Both types are the result of stomach acid backing up into the esophagus and throat (reflux), and nighttime
symptoms can be relieved with a number of diy steps. (Losing weight, if
needed, and quitting smoking will help, too).

Sleep solutions
Eat dinner at least three hours before bedtime so there’s plenty of time for
digestion. Avoid fats, spicy or tomato-based foods, chocolate, mints, citrus
fruits, carbonated drinks, alcohol and caffeine.

Sleep solutions
Meditation helps you get off the worry treadmill, shifting your brain from
wakeful beta waves to the slower, more restful type that come on as you’re
getting drowsy, explains Bruce O’Hara, Ph.D., professor of biology at the
University of Kentucky. Any type of meditation that focuses on breathing
can help you fall asleep, and if you wake in the night, he adds, “you can do
it again.” You don’t need a lot of time or training, either. O’Hara speculates
that even five minutes of meditation can shift the brain to a relaxed state
more conducive to sleep.

Elevate the head of your bed four to six inches, or sleep on a wedge-shaped
pillow; gravity will help keep stomach acids where they belong.

4. Allergies/congestion

Lying down can start a cascade of sleep disruptions in sufferers: The mucus
draining from your nose (postnasal drip) collect in your throat, causing you
to cough, while your nasal passages become congested, making it hard to
breathe. You toss and turn (and snort and snore) through the night, waking
up feeling dopey (and perhaps facing a grumpy bed partner)

Sleep solutions
You may need to see an allergist to identify your triggers. If you’re sensitive
to pollen, keep you bedroom window closed when your particular offender
is in bloom (trees, ragweed, etc.). But if it’s indoor allergens that bother
you—dust mites, pet dander, mold—you need to encase your mattress and
pillows (with no feathers) in protective covers, vacuum your bedroom with
a machine that has hepa filter and wipe down surfaces frequently.
Using a saline spray during the day and before bed may be enough to thin
secretions, but if not, a prescription nasal spray (possible in combo with an

6. your pet

If you sleep with a dog or a cat, you probably already know that its whimpering, nudging, snoring and peculiar hours (“Outside? Now? Really?”)
interfere with your rest. In a recent survey, the Mayo Clinic Center for
Sleep Medicine in Arizona notes a large increase in patients reporting being
disturbed by their pets, while a University Kansas Medical Center survey
found that 63% of pet owners who slept with their dog or cat more than
four nights a week said they slept poorly.

SLeep solutions
A dog will be easier to train than a cat. Set up a separate dog bed on the
floor and lavish your pet with attention when it lies down on it.
You'll probably have to banish your car from the bedroom altogether. Lure
her to another part of the house with special bed and toys.

antihistamine) can help you breathe freely.
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WE HAVE
NOTHING TO HIDE.

Drinking Pure Water Matters
Improve your energy and physical performance.

Consider joining the United States Peace core today. You can help spread peace and friendship throughout
the world. For more information about joining the Peace Corps, please visit us online at peacecorps.gov/

Helping our fellow man has long been seen as an altruistic behavioral
model. But it turns out that more selfish motives, pleasing friends,
doing what you want, are more successful causes of effective
volunteering in the average person.
Whatever the motive, volunteering improves the health, happiness, and in
some cases, the longevity of volunteers. Children who volunteer are more
likely to grow up to be adults who volunteer. Even unwilling children
who are forced to volunteer fare better than kids who don’t volunteer. In
a virtuous circle, communities with lots of volunteers are more stable and
better places to live, which in turn further boosts volunteerism.
“On one hand, it’s striking that volunteering even occurs,” says Mark Snyder,
a psychologist and head of the Center for the Study of the Individual and
Society at the University of Minnesota. “It seems to run against the strong
dynamics of self-interest. There is simply nothing in society that says that
someone is mandated to help anyone else.” Yet 1 in 3 adults do meaningful
volunteer work on a sustained basis, he notes, and the United States has
one of the world’s highest rates of volunteerism.
Pursuing self-interested goals drives
ongoing community engagement.
By Philip Moeller

“People who volunteer tend to have higher self-esteem, psychological
well-being, and happiness,” Snyder says. “All of these things go up as their
feelings of social connectedness goes up, which in reality, it does. It also
improves their health and even their longevity.”
Among teenagers, even at-risk children who volunteer reap big benefits,
according to research findings studied by Jane Allyn Piliavin, a retired
University of Wisconsin sociologist. She cites a positive effect on grades,
self-concept, and attitudes toward education. Volunteering also led to
reduced drug use and huge declines in dropout rates and teen pregnancies.

Other research links youth volunteering to a higher quality of life as
an adult, Piliavin adds. “Participating in high school tends to boost
participating in adulthood, which is related to enhanced well-being.”
One clear message from this for parents: Get your children involved
in community volunteer programs.
Most people say they value volunteering because it’s “the right thing to
do,” among other altruistic reasons. But the strongest drivers of successful
volunteers are actually more self-focused, notes Allen Omoto, a professor of
psychology at Claremont Graduate University in Claremont, Calif. There
are five main reasons people volunteer, he says.
“The ones that get the higher rates of endorsement are the ‘other focused’
ones,” Omoto says. “But it’s the ‘self-focused’ ones that predict length
of service.” Snyder also says people who don’t volunteer often have an
idealized view of people who do. “They put them up on a pedestal,” he says.
This might actually deter people from volunteering because they feel they
don’t measure up.
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Most people say they value volunteering because it’s “the right thing to do,”
among other altruistic reasons. But the strongest drivers of successful
volunteers are actually more self-focused, notes Allen Omoto, a professor of
psychology at Claremont Graduate University in Claremont, Calif. There
are five main reasons people volunteer, he says.
“The ones that get the higher rates of endorsement are the ‘other focused’
ones,” Omoto says. “But it’s the ‘self-focused’ ones that predict length of
service.” Snyder also says people who don’t volunteer often have an
idealized view of people who do. “They put them up on a pedestal,” he says.
This might actually deter people from volunteering because they feel they
don’t measure up.
Benefits of volunteering are linked to a person’s degree of commitment.

Whatever the motive, volunteering improves the health, happiness, and in
some cases, the longevity of volunteers. Children who volunteer are more
likely to grow up to be adults who volunteer. Even unwilling children who
are forced to volunteer fare better than kids who don’t volunteer. In a
virtuous circle, communities with lots of volunteers are more stable and
better places to live, which in turn further boosts volunteerism.
“On one hand, it’s striking that volunteering even occurs,” says Mark Snyder,
a psychologist and head of the Center for the Study of the Individual and
Society at the University of Minnesota. “It seems to run against the strong
dynamics of self-interest. There is simply nothing in society that says that
someone is mandated to help anyone else.” Yet 1 in 3 adults do meaningful
volunteer work on a sustained basis, he notes, and the United States has
one of the world’s highest rates of volunteerism.
“People who volunteer tend to have higher self-esteem, psychological
well-being, and happiness,” Snyder says. “All of these things go up as their
feelings of social connectedness goes up, which in reality, it does. It also
improves their health and even their longevity.”
Among teenagers, even at-risk children who volunteer reap big benefits,
according to research findings studied by Jane Allyn Piliavin, a retired
University of Wisconsin sociologist. She cites a positive effect on grades,
self-concept, and attitudes toward education. Volunteering also led to
reduced drug use and huge declines in dropout rates and teen pregnancies.
Other research links youth volunteering to a higher quality of life as an
adult, Piliavin adds. “Participating in high school tends to boost
participating in adulthood, which is related to enhanced well-being.”
One clear message from this for parents: Get your children involved in
community volunteer programs.

“It’s clear that more is better, at least up a point,” Piliavin says. “Some
studies find an inflection point and others don’t. One study finds the
benefits increase up to the point where a person has volunteered 100 hours
during a year.” Consistency is also important. “The more consistently you
do it, the better your psychology benefits,” she says. Snyder says the amount
of volunteering people do tends to rise steadily during their adult years and
begins declining at about the age of 60. Interestingly, the benefits of
volunteering rise for older people, they might benefit from more
volunteer work, not less.
Linda Fried, a professor of public health at Columbia University Medical
Center, says increased longevity raises the need to find engaging activities in
our later years. “We’ve added 30 years to human life expectancy in this
country over the past 100 years,” she says. “What will it take to keep people
healthy and happy in these longer lives? Well, there is actually a burgeoning
amount of evidence that there are a number of factors.”
“One of them is staying physically active and one of them is staying socially
active,” she says. Volunteering helps achieve both goals. The social networks
of people tend to decline as they age; family and friends move away or die.
Volunteering can replace these ties and their well-being and happiness.
“The other thing that is really important to people, particularly as they get
older, is that they feel they’ve made a difference being on the planet,” Fried
says. “That’s a deeply personal sense of meaning, particularly as people take
stock of their lives as they get older.”
“Concern for others and concern for yourself can complement one another,”
Snyder says. “Find a way to do good for others at the same time as you do
good for yourself,” he advises. “Make volunteering a part of your social life
and embed it in your social network.”
Further, if there is a jumble of factors motivating people to consider
volunteering, they might want to reconsider. “When people have multiple
motivations, it is harder for them to be satisfied,” Omoto says. “It is easier
to derive happiness when your goals are simpler.”

Three are “self-focused”:
1. Understanding: the desire to learn
new things and acquire knowledge.
2. Esteem enhancement: feeling better about
yourself and finding greater stability in life.
3. Personal development: acquiring new skills,
testing your capabilities, and stretching
yourself as far as you can.
Two are “other-focused”:
4. Sense of community: making the world,
or your piece of it, the best that you can.
5. Humanitarian values: serving others,
often with a strong religious component.
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Renewable energy is growing
Help sustainable energy prosper, call your congress man
or woman and request the switch to cleaner energy today

By Mary J. Penworth

Why volunteer?
Volunteering offers vital help to people in need, worthwhile causes,
and the community, but the benefits can be even greater for you, the
volunteer. Volunteering and helping others can help you reduce stress,
combat depression, keep you mentally stimulated, and provide a sense
of purpose. While it’s true that the more you volunteer, the more
benefits you’ll experience, volunteering doesn’t have to involve a
long-term commitment or take a huge amount of time out of your
busy day. Giving in even simple ways can help others those in need
and improve your health and happiness.
Benefit 1: Volunteering brings fun and fulfillment to your life
Volunteering is a fun and easy way to explore your interests and
passions. Doing volunteer work you find meaningful and interesting
can be a relaxing, energizing escape from your day-to-day routine of
work, school, or family commitments. Volunteering also provides you
with renewed creativity, motivation, and vision that can carry over into
your personal and professional life.
You will have a richer and more enjoyable volunteering experience if
you first take some time to identify your goals and interests. Think
about why you want to volunteer. What would you enjoy doing? The
opportunities that match both your goals and your interests are most
likely to be fun and fulfilling.
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Benefit 2: Volunteering connects you to others
One of the better-known benefits of volunteering is the impact on the
community. Volunteering allows you to connect to your community and
make it a better place. Even helping out with the smallest tasks can make a
real difference to the lives of people, animals, and organizations in need.
And volunteering is a two-way street: It can benefit you and your family as
much as the cause you choose to help. Dedicating your time as a volunteer
helps you make new friends, expand networks, and boost your social skills.

Benefit 3: Volunteering is good for your mind and body
Volunteering provides many benefits to both mental and physical health.
Volunteering helps counteract the effects of stress, anger, and anxiety. The
social contact aspect of helping and working with others can have a
profound effect on your overall psychological well-being. Nothing relieves
stress better than a meaningful connection to another person. Working with
pets and other animals has also been shown to improve mood and reduce
stress and anxiety.

Benefit 4: Volunteering can advance your career
If you’re considering a new career, volunteering can help you get experience
in your area of interest and meet people in the field. Even if you’re not
planning on changing careers, volunteering gives you the opportunity to
practice important skills used in the workplace, such as teamwork,
communication, problem solving, project planning, task management, and
organization. You might feel more comfortable stretching your wings at
work once you’ve honed these skills in a volunteer position first.

Make new friends and contacts
One of the best ways to make new friends and strengthen existing
relationships is to commit to a shared activity together. Volunteering
is a great way to meet new people, especially if you are new to an area.
It strengthens your ties to the community and broadens your support
network, exposing you to people with common interests, neighborhood
resources, and fun and fulfilling activities.

Volunteering combats depression.
Volunteering keeps you in regular contact with others and helps you
develop a solid support system, which in turn protects you against
depression. By measuring hormones and brain activity, researchers have
discovered that being helpful to others delivers immense pleasure. Human
beings are hard-wired to give. The more we give, the happier we feel.

Gaining career experience
Volunteering offers you the chance to try out a new career without making
a long-term commitment. It is also a great way to gain experience in a new
field. In some fields, you can volunteer directly at an organization that does
the kind of work you’re interested in. For example, if you’re interested in
nursing, you could volunteer at a hospital or a nursing home. Your volunteer
work might also expose you to professional organizations or internships that
could be of benefit to your career.

Increase your social and relationship skills
While some people are naturally outgoing, others are shy and have a hard
time meeting new people. Volunteering gives you the opportunity to
practice and develop your social skills, since you are meeting regularly with
a group of people with common interests. Once you have momentum, it’s
easier to branch out and make more friends and contacts.
Volunteering as a family
Children watch everything you do. By giving back to the community, you
show them firsthand how volunteering makes a difference and how good it
feels to help other people and animals and enact change. It’s also a valuable
way for you to get to know organizations in the community and find
resources and activities for your children and family.

Volunteering increases self-confidence.
You are doing good for others and the community, which provides a natural
sense of accomplishment. Your role as a volunteer can also give you a sense
of pride and identity. And the better you feel about yourself, the more likely
you are to have a positive view of your life and future goals.
Volunteering provides a sense of purpose.
Older adults, especially those who have retired or lost a spouse, can find
new meaning and direction in their lives by helping others. Whatever your
age or life situation, volunteering can help take your mind off your own
worries, keep you mentally stimulated, and add more zest to your life.
Volunteering helps you stay physically healthy.
Studies have found that those who volunteer have a lower mortality rate
than those who do not. Older volunteers tend to walk more, find it easier to
cope with everyday tasks, are less likely to develop high blood pressure, and
have better thinking skills. Volunteering can also lessen symptoms of
chronic pain and reduce the risk of heart disease.

Teaching you valuable job skills
Just because volunteer work is unpaid does not mean the skills you learn are
basic. Many volunteering opportunities provide extensive training. For
example, you could become an experienced crisis counselor while
volunteering for a women’s shelter or a knowledgeable art historian while
donating your time as a museum docent.

Benefit 5: Volunteering can be exciting and a new experience
Volunteering is a fun and easy way to explore your interests and passions.
Doing volunteer work you find meaningful and interesting can be a
relaxing, energizing escape from your day-to-day routine of work, school,
or family commitments. Volunteering also provides you with renewed
creativity, motivation, and vision that can carry over into your personal
and professional life.
Many people volunteer in order to make time for hobbies outside of work
as well. For instance, if you have a desk job and long to spend time
outdoors, you might consider volunteering to help plant a community
garden, walk dogs for an animal shelter, or help out at a children’s camp.
Consider your goals and interests
You will have a richer and more enjoyable volunteering experience if you
first take some time to identify your goals and interests. Think about why
you want to volunteer. What would you enjoy doing? The opportunities
that match both your goals and your interests are most likely to be
fun and fulfilling.

Building your existing skills
Volunteering can also help you build upon skills you already have and use
them to benefit the greater community. For instance, if you hold a
successful sales position, you raise awareness for your favorite cause as a
volunteer advocate, while further developing and improving your public
speaking, communication, and marketing skills. While learning new skills
can be beneficial to many, it’s not a requirement for a fulfilling volunteer
experience. Bear in mind that the most valuable skills you can bring to any
volunteer effort are compassion, an open mind, a willingness to do whatever
is needed, and a positive attitude.
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Why led a hand when you
can lend an arm

SOMALIA

In 2016, The Vaseline® Healing Project contributed to
a four day sequence of training courses and hands-on
diagnostic and treatment training sessions in Somalia. 144
people were treated for: eczema, acne, skin infections, skin
pigmentation disorders, and HIV-related conditions.

Still Upset About the
Election Results?
These Charities Could Use Your Help
by: Mark Spoonauer

IMMIGRANTS’ RIGHTS

This past election has unleashed a torrent of contributions to organizations
supporting issues that might come under threat in a Trump presidency. The
aclu and Planned Parenthood, for example, reported an unprecedented
increase in donations; the aclu took in $7.2 million from 120,000 donors.
Traffic to the site was so heavy that the organization’s donation page crashed.
Whether you’re most concerned about women’s reproductive rights, civil
liberties, the environment, or lgbtq issues, there are plenty of organizations
to which you can contribute.

On the stump, Trump vowed to build a wall on the u.s.–Mexico border
and threatened to deport all undocumented immigrants once he assumes
the presidency. The National Immigration Law Center defends the rights of
low-income immigrants and does policy work on issues such as health care,
workers’ rights, and legal status for immigrant youth. Donate to the 501(c)3
organization here.

In some cases you’ll also get a tax write-off for your philanthropic efforts.
But don’t let your passion cloud your better financial judgment. As with
any charitable donation, be sure to thoroughly research the mission statement of the organization and find out how your money will be used. Note
that you can take a tax deduction for donations only to 501(c)3 charities,
which are prohibited by law.

Trump has promised to sign the First Amendment Defense Act, which
prohibits the government from taking action against anyone who acts in
accordance with the belief that marriage should be recognized as a union
between a man and a woman. It’s also unclear if his Supreme Court appointments would threaten marriage equality.

From engaging in lobbying activity, except to a very limited extent. 501(c)4
charities can engage in unlimited lobbying as long it’s related to the mission
of the organization, which means donations can’t be written off on your
taxes. Here are a just a few charities that could get a bump in the Trump
era, broken down by issue. All of them have three- or four-star ratings on
Charity Navigator, which assesses and ranks charities based on effectiveness
and financial health.

WOMEN’S RIGHTS
On the campaign trail, Trump has promised to defund Planned Parenthood,
which provides abortion services. The organization also provides reproductive health services to millions of women. According to the website, half of
your donation will go to your local Planned Parenthood affiliate and half to
the Planned Parenthood Federation of America. Planned Parenthood is a
501(c)3. Donate here.
The Center for Reproductive Rights, a legal advocacy organization, works
to strengthen laws and policies related to reproductive rights and women’s
health care. You can donate to the 501(c)3 organization here.

CLIMATE CHANGE

LGBTQ RIGHTS

The Human Rights Campaign, the nation’s largest lgbtq rights organization, is a 501(c)3 charity that advocates for anti-discrimination legislation
and support for people with hiv/aids. You can donate to the charity here.
The Trevor Project is a 501(c)3 organization that focuses on suicide prevention among members of the lgbtq community and operates the “Trevor
Lifeline” as a confidential call-in service with trained counselors.

CIVIL RIGHTS
Before and during his campaign, Trump made numerous statements threatening civil liberties, including promises to ramp up surveillance of minority
groups, reinstate waterboarding and other forms of torture, and “open up”
libel laws. The American Civil Liberties Union provides legal assistance in
cases in which civil liberties are at risk. Legally, the organization consists of
two separate nonprofits: the aclu and the aclu Foundation.
Donations to the aclu, a 501(c)4, go toward lobbying and litigation. If
you’d like to make a tax-deductible donation, you can donate the aclu
Foundation, a 501(c)3 that can’t use money for legislative purposes. The
Southern Poverty Law Center has brought suits in defense of the civil rights
of minorities, prisoners, and the lgbt community, among others. It’s a
501(c)3 organization, and you can donate here.

Trump has tweeted that global warming is a hoax created by China and
has tapped Myron Ebell, another denier of climate change, to head his epa
transition team. Environmentalists can make their displeasure known by
supporting the Natural Resources Defense Council, a 501(c)3 that brings
together scientists, lawyers, and other policy experts, with global warming
among their primary concerns. You can donate here.
Greenpeace, a 501(c)4, researches and lobbies against environmental problems including climate change and commercial whaling. You can donate
here (though bear in mind you won’t be able to write this donation off on
your tax returns).
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Donate
Best Charities to

and Tips for giving

HIGHEST RATED
CHARITIES TO DONATE
ANIMAL WELFARE
Animal Welfare Institute, Washington, D.C.
American Bird Conservancy, The Plains, Va.
PetSmart Charities, Phoenix, Ariz.
CANCER
Breast Cancer Research Foundation, New York, N.Y
Cancer Research Institute, New York, N.Y.
Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation, Conn.
CHILD ASSISTANCE AND PROTECTION
Children Incorporated, North Chesterfield, Va.
Compassion International, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Marine Toys for Tots Foundation, Triangle, Va.

For many people, the holiday season is
the time of year for charitable giving.
Donations can be given to charities that
support the environment, protect children,
feed the hungry, or help other worthy
causes. Last year, nearly 18 percent of
charitable giving occurred in December.
For many donors, the tricky part of
making a donation is choosing the right
charity. You can’t really base your decision
to give to an organization on the name
alone, there are some donors who do.” But
a charity’s name doesn’t always tell you
where your donation will go.
The Disabled Veterans National
Foundation, based in Washington, D.C.,
has a name that suggests that most of

HUMAN AND CIVIL RIGHTS
American Civil Liberties Union Foundation, N.Y.
Center for Community Change, Washington, D.C.
Foundation for Individual Rights in Education, Pa.
ENVIRONMENT
Conservation Fund, Arlington, Va.
Earthjustice, San Francisco, Calif.
Earthworks, Washington, D.C.
HEALTH
American Kidney Fund, Rockville, Md.
Hearing Health Foundation, New York, N.Y.
Guttmacher Institute, New York, N.Y.
the money it raises helps veterans. But
according to its latest 990 Form (Return of
Organization Exempt from Income Tax),
of the $29 million it spent in its fiscal 2015
year, less than one-third was used for the
group’s charitable programs. Most of the
rest was used for fundraising. A better way
to choose a charity is to find one that really
puts your money to work. You can get
more bang for your buck by giving to an
A-rated charity. Read more for a guidance
on deals, expert product reviews, and
insider tips on shopping.

MENTAL HEALTH AND DISABILITIES
Alzheimer’s Foundation of America, New York, N.Y.
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention, N.Y.
Arc of the United States, Washington, D.C.
VETERANS
Homes for Our Troops, Taunton, Mass.
Hope for the Warriors, Jacksonville, N.C.
The Mission Continues, St. Louis, Mo.

TIPS FOR GIVING

1.

Verify tax-exempt status. If you're not sure
whether donations to a particular charity
are tax-deductible (don't assume they are), confirm
a group's tax-exempt status by checking with the
group or by going to the IRS website.

2.

Give directly. If you're contacted by a
professional fundraiser for a charity you
want to support, hang up and give directly instead.
“The fundraiser might be keeping 75 to 90 percent
of the money,” says Borochoff of CharityWatch.
Sometimes, he says, charities may end up paying
fundraisers more than they take in, leaving the
group with a loss.

3.

Request privacy. If you don't want to be
bothered by endless fundraising appeals, tell
groups you support that you don't want your name
and contact information sold, exchanged, or rented
to other groups or for-profit companies, a common
practice among some charities. You also can ask the
groups not to send you further appeal letters, email,
or phone solicitations. Check the charity's privacy
policy before giving.

4.

Be on guard for sound-alikes. Some low-rated
charities have names that resemble those of
high-rated ones. For example, there's the low-rated Kidney & Urology Foundation of America of
Freehold, N.J., and the high-rated American Kidney
Fund in Rockville, Md. In some cases, sound-alike
charities are there with the intent to deceive donors
into thinking they are donating to somebody else. In
other instances, groups have similar names because
they're focusing on the same causes.
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by: Alexandra Rockey
herri Franklin has always loved animals. Her home has, and always
will be, a revolving door for the dogs that she fosters. Ten years
before Sherri founded Muttville, which is one of San Fransisco’s favorite
dog rescue organizations that specialized in the adoption of senior dogs, she
volunteered in shelters. Sherri channeled her love for dogs, when she accepted the position at the San Fransisco humane society, where she was walking
dogs there five days a week. Shortly after she started, she noticed the older
dogs were not getting adopted. Most of these “oldies would end up getting
enthanzied,” Franklin said,“They didn't stand a chance compared to the
puppies.” The plight of these senior dogs broke Sherri's heart. “I could feel
their hope draining and my hope draining with them” she said.
At the time, there was a huge need for an organization that would help
place dogs in the city, particularly senior dogs that were slated for euthanasia at the larger shelters. “I would see these dogs arrive at the shelter with so
much hope and joy in their eyes, and watch as it slowly disappeared. I knew
I needed to get involved,” said Sherri. With zero non-profit background,
Sherri had to start from scratch. So in 2007, Sherri started Muttville out
of her home. Her primary goal is to give old dogs a new lease on life. “The
first year (2007), there were 27 dogs rescued, last year, we rescued 800 senior
dogs that probably would have been euthanized if not for our intervention.”
She also had to reach out to volunteers, starting with her friends, to ask for

help from the ground up. Volunteers came in spurts, coordinating outside
adoption events, fundraising events, even Girl Scout cookie fundraisers with
proceeds benefiting Muttville.
Muttville has grown to include 16 San Fransisco based staff members, but
their mission has had a much broader impact.
Currently, the group now has its own facility and has adopted out more
than 4,000 dogs. Since the beginning (2007), some dogs came to Muttville
because their owner passed away or cannot care for them. Each week the
group gets around 150 requests from shelters or individuals to take their
dogs. At Muttville, the dogs roam in large rooms filled with big beds and
couches. The organization also has a network of more than 100 foster
families, allowing more dogs to be saved. “They have some much to teach
us. I've learned to be present and live in the moment,” she said. “They've
taught me to let the little stuff fly.”
Hosting several senior dogs, also considers typically with a lot of medical
care. At Muttville, they have made it a point to make their shelter more
like a home. They even have their very own vet suite. Every single dog that
enters the facility gets de-fleed, de-wormed, along with their full vaccines
and microchipping. Because of this all-inclusive process, this has helped
save Muttville so much time and gotten the dogs ready for adoption so
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much quicker. “From the moment they arrive at Muttville, if they’re in
pain, we’re going to do something about it,” she said. Sherri, and the rest of
the employees of Muttville really focus on the dogs—having the best and
healthiest experiences they can have. Sherri’s facility that originated in her
San Fransisco home, now is 4,000 square feet.
“Our dogs can't help but change you when you walk through the doors of
Muttville. They soften everything...your mood, even your facial expressions...they make your wrinkles go away! {laughs} When you have a dog in
your lap, you can't help but feel peace.” So many people ‘ooh and ahh’ over
puppies...but that is exactly how Sherri feels about older dogs. “The ones
who end up here, it's never through any fault of their own, and there is
something about that, that really touches me.”
Sherri has brainstormed the idea of matching senior dogs with senior
citizens for years. She firmly believes that it works because they consistently
get phone calls and emails from children who have an elderly parent(s) who
are living alone. She claims they often hear stories like the husband/wife
has passed away and they don’t get out anymore, they no longer are active,
and they don’t know their neighbors. Sherri believes that placing senior
dogs with elderly folks allows for these avenues to improve. She often is in
contact with the families of the elderly people who were placed with a furry
friend and stated that, “everything from their social skills to their actual
health has changed. They now have a community of other dog lovers.”
Muttville also implements a special program for terminally-ill dogs.
It’s not about the quantity of time, it is really about the quality of time you

spend with your animal. A lot of the adopters who have adopted over and
over again, they do it because they fall in love with a dog and they want to
share that time with them. They want to give that dog a special home, special
love. And when it’s time to say goodbye, it’s always hard. But you share that
part of your life with an animal that gave you unconditional love. Nothing
beats that.
Muttville also has a program called ‘Fospice.’ “We call it Fospice—that’s
hospice and foster mixed together.” Every once in a while, Muttville gets dogs
that have a terminal or untreatable disease. Muttville stays committed to every dog that comes here. They are determined to find them homes with great
families, and we cover the cost of palliative care for the dog until the dog

They have so much to teach us. I've learned to
be present and live in the moment
passes away. We have about 40 dogs right now in that program. We think,
“Oh, the dog might live two months.” But once it gets into a loving home,
the dog’s there for two years. Others pass away much earlier on.
And what I get back from people in our Fospice homes is how rewarding it is
to give an animal a happy last chapter.
During her process of launching a non-profit Sherri suggests to “Pick your
board wisely, not just your friends! It's all about teamwork and having people
around you that are touched by your mission.” As the leader, Sherri tries to
remain focused on empowering people to do what they do best instead of
micromanaging them.
One of Sherri’s favorite dogs is Bane, a vizsla that was dropped at an animal
shelter. “He was the happiest dog I had ever seen...ever! I put a harness on
him and took him for a mile long walk, and had so much energy and joy!”
When Bane was dropped off, he was a neglected and malnutritioned stray.
Sherri brought Bane into Muttville, where he began is recuperation. She
stated “He was saved from malnutrition, and now is living with a family that
loves him so much! I will never, for as long as I live, forget Bane's smile.”
Like Bane, Sherri says that for most part her dogs ordinate from one of three
places: the dog is a stray, their owner is moving and unable to take him/her
along, or the dog belongs to a senior citizen that has passed away or gone
into a nursing home. Sherri recommends that “The number one most impactful way people can help dogs in need is to spay and neuter! But it is also
important to teach our children and families that a pet is a lifelong commitment. You don’t throw out your grandmother when she’s too old, your pets
should receive the same type of compassion and commitment. For us, we’re
always in financial need. It’s not cheap to save lives. We love what we do but
we can’t do it for free, and neither will the veterinarians and the other people
we need to help our dogs. Even the smallest fundraisers, can save a life.”
The best advice Sherri can give to readers is, “Tell your story and never be
afraid to ask! You aren’t asking for you, you are asking for your mission. And
mine is to save lives.”
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